Pennsylvania Assembly
Held at Philadelphia on 14 October 1758

Philadelphia County Norris, Isaac (Speaker) * Chester Gibbons, Joseph
Philadelphia County Leech, Thomas (Speaker) * Chester Morton, John
Philadelphia County Galloway, Joseph Chester Ashbridge, George
Philadelphia County Baynton, John Chester Hunt, Roger
Philadelphia County Roberdeau, Daniel Chester Trimble, Hugh
Philadelphia County Hughes, John Chester Ash, Joshua
Philadelphia County Pearne, Richard Chester Grubb, Nathaniel
Philadelphia County Fox, Joseph Chester Wayne, Isaac
Philadelphia City Franklin, Benjamin Lancaster Carpenter, Emanuel
Philadelphia City Masters, William Lancaster Saunders, Isaac
Bucks Owen, Griffith Lancaster Webb, James
Bucks Smith, William Lancaster Wright, James
Bucks Melvin, James York Wright, John
Bucks Strickland, Amos York McConnaughy, David
Bucks Chapman, Benjamin Cumberland Allen, William
Bucks Watson, Joseph Cumberland Smith, John
Bucks Hogeland, Derrick Berks Boone, James
Bucks Kirkbride, Joseph Northampton Beeting, Lodowick

Isaac Norris was replaced as Speaker “through indisposition” on 29 August 1759 by Thomas Leech as Speaker pro tempore.


---

Pennsylvania Assembly
Held at Philadelphia on 15 October 1759

Philadelphia County Fox, Joseph (Speaker) Chester Morton, John
Philadelphia County Galloway, Joseph Chester Ashbridge, George
Philadelphia County Baynton, John Chester Ash, Joshua
Philadelphia County Hughes, John Chester Gibbons, Joseph
Philadelphia County Roberdeau, Daniel Chester Trimble, Hugh
Philadelphia County Pearne, Richard Chester Hunt, Roger
Philadelphia County Norris, Isaac Chester Dicks, Peter
Philadelphia County Leech, Thomas Chester Wayne, Isaac
Philadelphia City Franklin, Benjamin Lancaster Webb, James
Philadelphia City Masters, William Lancaster Carpenter, Emanuel
Bucks Owen, Griffith Lancaster Saunders, Isaac
Bucks Strickland, Amos Lancaster Wright, James
Bucks Watson, Joseph York Wright, John
Bucks Chapman, Benjamin York McConnaughy, David
Bucks Melvin, James Cumberland Allen, William
Bucks Smith, William Cumberland Smith, John
Bucks Ingham, Jonathan Berks Potts, John
Bucks Bogart, Jacob Northampton Beeting, Lodowick

One or more members are believed to have died between 12 April and 8 September 1760.